Abuse Assessment Response Course: Systems Approach to Partner Violence Across the Life Span
*Physicians for A Violence-Free Society, 2003*

**Topic:** Health Care

This is a CD-Rom Program designed for physicians to learn how to recognize and respond to domestic violence. Included are discussions on: dynamics, screening and assessment, and documentation; as well as resources for those who want to teach this course, including scripted PowerPoint presentations, instructor notes and role-playing exercises.

Adolescent Reproductive Health Education Project 2nd Edition (DVD)
*Physicians for Reproductive Choice & Health, 2008*

**Topic:** Advocacy Training, Health Care

Physicians for Reproductive Choice & Health, the voice of pro-choice physicians, exists to ensure that all people, including young women and men, have the knowledge, access to quality services and freedom to make reproductive health decisions for themselves and/or their partners. This DVD covers the sensitive issue of adolescent reproductive health.

Battered Woman, Emergency Room Team Version (VHS)
*Division on Women, State of New Jersey*

**Topic:** Advocacy Training, Mental Health

This film highlights the devastating effects of domestic violence and teaches effective tools for intervention, with emphasis on the Emergency Room Team. The video covers the dynamics of domestic violence, and discusses what signs to look for while you examine a patient. It also discusses myths surrounding domestic violence, how victim blaming, and other types of attitudes can be lethal to the battered woman. It explains where to look for specific injuries that are usually caused by domestic violence and how to conduct a non-threatening interview with the patient.

Bitter Memories (DVD)
*Intermedia Inc.*

**Topic:** Teen Dating Violence, Child & Teen Abuse

Rob is a young man who grows up watching his father abuse his mother. When jealousy brings Rob face to face with his own violent tendencies toward women, he confronts his father’s behavior so he can learn how to be “un hombre vero.” *Bitter Memories* examines masculinity by addressing responsibility, relationships and breaking the cycle of domestic violence.

Body of Evidence (DVD)
*New York State*

**Topic:** Health Care, Sexual Violence

This DVD is for health care providers who are responsible for providing services to victims of sexual violence. It opens with a message from Mariska Hargitay, *Law & Order Special Victims Unit* and includes sections on the components of the pre-exam, non-genital and genital exams, and securing and packaging evidence.

Broken Vows: Religious Perspectives on Domestic Violence (Part 1 & 2) (DVD)
*Center for the Prevention of Sexual & Domestic Violence, 1994 (Part I: 37 Minutes/ Part II: 22 Minutes)*

**Topic:** Interfaith Resources

*Broken Vows* presents the stories of six Jewish, Roman Catholic and Protestant women who have been battered. The two – part video illustrates how religious teachings have been misused in ways that perpetuate abuse and gives positive suggestions about how a church or synagogue can work to end domestic violence.

Children and Domestic Violence (VHS)
*Altschul Group Corporation, 1994 (16 minutes)*

**Topic:** Child & Teen Abuse

This video examines how to recognize children suffering from the devastating effects of domestic violence. Various mothers are shown learning to understand and cope with domestic violence and the affect it has on their children. Various forms of abuse are covered, and the warning signs of troubled behavior from the child of an abusive home are reviewed.

City of Shelter: A Coordinated Community Response (VHS)
*Global Village Communications, 2000 (Eight (8) hours total running time)*
This documentary-based training series examines barriers to, and successful strategies for developing an integrated approach to reducing domestic violence. It was created to help members of a domestic violence task force to understand what every other member’s limitations, frustrations, and strong points are - to help each member see how other members of that task force can help them do their job better. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that this series be viewed as an entire course, rather than in individual sections, as each segment draws from information presented in a previous segment. Specific segments include:

- **Part 1: Starfish and Part 2: House of Horrors (102 minutes)**
  *Topic: Coordinated Community Response & Collaboration*

  Part 1 examines how attitudes and changes in laws have affected the way we approach the problems of domestic violence. It presents a historical context for intervention, and the philosophy behind the concept of a, “coordinated community response.”

  Part 2 examines some experiences of victims, batterers, police officers, prosecutors, judges, victim advocates, and batterers’ treatment specialists to offer insights into the reasons victims stay in abusive relationships, the terror victims live with, and the barriers they encounter when trying to leave. Additional topics discussed include: battering as a chosen behavior, lethality indicators, and the effects of domestic violence on future generations.

- **Part 3: Herding Cats and Part 4A: The Health Care Response (79 minutes)**
  *Topic: Health Care*

  Part 3 gets inside coordinating councils to look at the clashing, and ultimately, the collaborating of diverse professionals. Part 4A defines the common characteristic of successful coordinating councils: each person understands of everyone else’s procedures in response to domestic violence. This segment begins that cross-understanding by looking at the health care response.

- **Part 4B: Walk a Mile in My Moccasins: The Law Enforcement Response and Part 4C: The Shelter/Advocate Response (117 minutes)**
  *Topic: Legal Issues*

  Part 4B looks at changing laws, changing procedures, and changing attitudes among law enforcement officers. Dual arrests, primary aggressor, and evidence gathering are some of the areas covered by chiefs, detectives, and patrol officers. Part 4C looks at the struggles of running a shelter, dealing with the court system, collaborating with police officers, and, above all, keeping victims safe.

  *Topic: Coordinated Community Response & Collaboration*

  Part 4D discusses how prosecutors play a vital role in holding batterers accountable for their actions, but must weigh their decisions against victim’s safety and autonomy. Prosecutors share their strategies and philosophies about a crime that is often difficult to prosecute. Part 4E judges talk about recanting victims, batterer manipulation, no-drop policies, court watch programs, and collaboration. Part 4F explores the views of batterers, batterers’ intervention specialists, and judges in this examination of the effectiveness of batterers’ intervention programs. This is not a “how to” of batterers’ intervention programs.

- **Part 5: Coordinating Councils Mature and Part 6: City of Shelter (53 minutes)**
  *Topic: Coordinated Community Response & Collaboration*

  Part 5 looks at domestic violence coordinating councils after the “chill” has thawed and the members move forward, despite conflict and the on-going need for training. Part 6 asks the question “what does it take for a community to be a City of Shelter?” Police officers, judges, advocates, and other community members remind us that the ultimate goal of a coordinated community response is to save lives.

**The Code of Silence (DVD)**
*Intermedia Inc, (17 minutes)*
*Topic: General DV*

Featuring Mark Wynn, twenty-year veteran of the Nashville Police Department, describes the trauma experienced by female partners of officers, and emphasizes the need to adopt model policies establishing procedures for handling domestic violence committed by law enforcement. Survivors, who are themselves police officer, tell their powerful stories of being abused and their reluctance to talk about it. One survivor only realized she was being abused when she attended domestic violence
seminars as part of her law enforcement training and another describes being in full uniform, with a squad car parked outside her home, and then being chased in her neighborhood by her ex-husband, also a police officer.

**Contract for Change: Mobilizing the African Community to End DV (DVD)**
*University of Minnesota-2007*
*Topic: Culture & Diversity*
This DVD highlights the 2007 Annual Conference entitled-Mobilizing to End Domestic Violence. The conference drew over 600 attendees from all regions of the country, which represented individuals from diverse professions and interest, including domestic violence advocates, social workers, victims, law enforcement officers, judges, clergy and faith healers.

**Essential Skills in Coordinating Your Community Response to Battery (DVD)**
*Praxis International*
*Topic: Coordinated Community Response & Collaboration*
An innovate online learning course that you can complete at your own pace teach you key steps in effective coordination and essential skills in how to: access National Resources, talk with battered women to inform your thing and frame core safety issues, analyze case files, talk with practitioners to benefit from their experience, and facilitate a constructive interagency meeting.

**Crime After Crime (DVD)**
*Life Sentence Films LLC.*
*Topic: Legal Issues*
Through the harrowing and inspiring story of Deborah Peagler, *Crime After Crime* provides a wake-up call regarding issues of domestic violence, sex trafficking, and mass incarceration. This award-winning film provides motivation for people to think more deeply about these issues and to get involved in helping to solve these problems. Organizing a home or community viewing of the film is an exciting way to bring people together, harness the emotional power of the film, and channel it towards making a difference in your community.

**Crime of Human Trafficking: A Law Enforcement Guide for Identification and Investigation (DVD)**
*IACP, 2006*
*Topic: Legal Issues*
This video provides a discussion guide designed to reinforce key information contained in the roll call training video and assist officers in applying knowledge to their local community. To increase the impact of this video, please use in conjunction with IACP guidebook.

**Cut It Out/ Salons against Domestic Abuse (VHS)**
*National Cosmetology Association/Clairol Professional/Southern Living*
*Topic: Advocacy Training*
This video (and its accompanying manual) presents an educational seminar for cosmetologists and other salon professionals. Topics include warning signs of abuse, and what to do if you think a client is in danger.

**Danger Assessment and Safety Training (DVD)**
*Emerge (71 minutes)*
*Topic: Legal Issues, Coordinated Community Response & Collaboration*
This DVD was created as a resource for police, prosecutor, probation officers, victim advocates, and batterer intervention workers in doing domestic violence danger assessment with a victim and perpetrator. The interviews are actual police officers, a community-based victim advocate, a prosecutor, and a prosecutor-based victim advocate.

**Domestic Violence Awareness: Action for Social Change (DVD)**
*Domestic Violence Awareness Project, 2005*
*Topic: General DV*
This project was put together to raise awareness about the power of domestic violence advocates. The project covers different cultures and backgrounds, and discusses social change, gender, and language analyses of violence against women.
**Domestic Violence and Health Care – Best Practice in Action (DVD)**  
_Hillcrest Films, Peter Cohn, 2010 (21 minutes)_  
**Topic:** Health Care  
This video offers a dramatic and timely exploration of domestic abuse and examines the persistence of violence against women in the United States through the story of Kim, a mother of three in Duluth, Minnesota. The video also offers a look into Baltimore’s Mercy Medical Center Sexual Assault Forensic Examination (SAFE) program, and the unit’s pioneering effort to bring forensic examination techniques into domestic violence cases, including coordinating with the police department. The video follows doctors and nurses in the emergency room, the mother-baby unit, pre-op and other departments. Healthcare professionals share candid observations about domestic violence prevention in medicine and offer specific, practical suggestions. The video demonstrates that domestic violence is pervasive and gets to the complexity of the problem and the critical need for national, state and community-based responses to crimes of abusive behavior.

**Domestic Violence: Danger Assessment and Safety Planning (DVD)**  
_An interactive Training DVD-67 minutes_  
**Topic:** General DV  
This DVD was created by Emerge and JG Productions as a resource for police, prosecutors, probation officers, victim advocates, and batterer intervention workers in doing domestic violence danger assessment and safety planning with victims. Five scenes are included in this DVD showing law enforcement professional and a victim advocate conducting a danger assessment with a victim and perpetrator. The interviews are actual police officers, a community-based victim advocate, a prosecutor, and prosecutor-based victim. This includes how to establish rapport with victims how to recognize and respond sensitively to victim trauma.

**Domestic Violence Screening for Health Care Professionals (VHS)**  
_New Hampshire Coalition Against Domestic & Sexual Violence, 2002 (15 minutes)_  
**Topic:** Health Care  
This video on routine confidential screening for domestic violence in the healthcare setting demonstrates effective methods of screening, interventions and referrals for healthcare providers. It also identifies a variety of ways in which the patient experiencing domestic violence may present and successful ways of intervening.

**Domestic Violence: The Law Enforcement Response (VHS)**  
_Law Enforcement Resource Center, 1999 (Four (4) hours and twenty (20) minutes total running time)_  
**Topic:** Legal Issues  
This video provides a basis for discussion of common problems encountered by law enforcement when responding to a domestic violence call. Seven scenes and dramatizations are included.  
**CAUTION:** THIS VIDEO CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGE

**Domestic Violence: A multidisciplinary Training Response (VHS)**  
_AIMS Multimedia_  
**Topic:** Legal Issues  
With component for law enforcement, district attorneys, medical providers, public and community-based organizations and other services will enhance the skills and knowledge of all participants. Designed to provide training at various level, this video combines a 10 part program with a facilitator’s guide and software tailored to different tiers of instruction; 1. Law enforcement academy/recruit training, 2. First responder/patrol training, 3. Community collaboration and 4. Family violence specialist training.

**Elder Abuse: America’s Growing Crime (DVD)**  
_Films for the Humanities & Sciences (16 minutes)_  
**Topic:** Abuse in Later Life  
In this DVD, ABC News correspondents Diane Sawyer and Marti Emerald probe what is quickly becoming the fastest-growing family crime in the U.S. Together they investigate several cases of elder abuse and examine the efforts of crusaders such as the members of the ground-breaking Fiduciary Abuse Specialist Team, a volunteer network of social workers, bankers, lawyers, doctors, and police personnel who seek out evidence of financially abused senior citizens.
Elder Abuse and Neglect (DVD)  
*Division of Health Care Training Systems, Inc.*  
**Topic: Abuse in Later Life**  
This DVD defines the complexities of elder abuse and the different forms of abuse; physical, sexual, neglect, self-neglect, emotional or psychological, financial, and abandonment. Each form is defined and the signs and symptoms of that form of abuse are identified. Other topics covered include risk factors for elder abuse such as ageism, history of family violence, learned behavior, alcohol and drug abuse, mental illness, caregiver stress, and lack of care giving skills. What you can do to help prevent elder abuse, the importance of reporting abuse, and how to report suspected abuse are also addressed in this DVD.

Elder Abuse: Five Case Studies (DVD)  
*Terra Nova Films (40 minutes)*  
**Topic: Abuse in Later Life**  
Each of the cases in this video is real-not reenacted-and has been tracked over a period of time. This video explores the issues of family abuse against an older adult very personally from the point of view from five different victims. Their candor in telling about their situation gives the viewer insight into the ambivalent feeling of older abuse victims as they try to find a resolution to their pain. In the context of their struggle we also see the various interventions that can be used to help stop the abuse, including counseling, shelters, supportive services and legal action.

Ending Silence in our Congregations (CD)  
*Nebraska Domestic Violence Sexual Assault Coalition & Interchurch Ministries of Nebraska and the Family Violence Council, 2004*  
**Topic: Interfaith Resources**  
This resource guide is for faith community responses to Domestic Violence. The goal is to enhance victim safety and improve perpetrator accountability.

Facing Diversity: Responding to Violence against Women from Diverse Cultures (DVD)  
*Intermedia, Inc. 45 minutes*  
**Topic: Culture & Diversity**  
This program will help raise awareness of the issues and barriers faced by women from diverse cultures as they deal with domestic violence in their lives. It illustrates specific, culturally sensitive practices for police, prosecutors and victims advocates to incorporate in order to support and assist women who have been battered. The film follows women from Spain, Asian and Southeast Asian cultures as they learn to obtain relief from violence deal with the reality of their situation and navigate the justice and court systems.

From the Ground Up: Strategies for Organizing in Rural Communities (VHS)  
*Praxis International, 2005 (51 minutes)*  
**Topic: Organizational Development**  
This is training guide for rural grant recipients, designed to show them how to create a grass roots, non-profit domestic violence organization. The video is accompanied by a 37-page discussion guide.

Get Help, Get Out: In the Mix (DVD)  
*Kinetic Video, 2007 (27 minutes)*  
**Topic: Teen Violence**  
“Many teens think an abusive relationship is usually a guy hitting a girl and just beating her.” What this young woman already knows, and viewers of this educational video will soon discover, is that abuse comes in many different forms and it can be hard to recognize.

Grassroots Fundraising Training Series (VHS)  
*Kimberly Klein: Fundraising Consultant and Trainer, 1983 (Three (3) hours total running time)*  
**Topic: Organizational Development**  
This is a four-video training series for non-profit and grassroots organizations that are looking for new ways to raise funds. The series is divided into the following segments:
- ** Asking for Money and Prospect Identification (51 minutes)**
  This segment covers topics such as: definition of a major gift, prospect identification, how to approach a prospect, tips on asking, and exercises and handouts on practice solicitations.

- ** Major Gift Solicitation (39 minutes)**
  This segment discusses the basics of conducting a major gifts campaign, including: what to look for in a prospect, and the “fine art of asking”.

- ** Raising Money by Mail (51 minutes)**
  This segment covers the different aspects of raising money by mail, and includes some ideas on: asking current donors for extra gifts - why, how, and how often, and expanding your mailing list.

- ** The Role of the Board (40 minutes)**
  This segment discusses how an organization can work at getting its board members all “on the same page” in terms of fundraising.

**Hot Head in the House (VHS)**
MTI Film & Video (15 minutes)
*Topic: Batterers Intervention*
This video contains live footage of police officers on domestic violence calls. Battered women and batterers discuss how they are trying to work together to resolve the violence in their families, and the issue of batterer’s responsibility is examined. Also presented is an overview of the Batterer’s Intervention Program in Duluth, Minnesota.

**How to Recognize, Respond to and Provide Resources to End (DVD)**
National Center on Domestic & Sexual Violence, 2006
*Topic: General DV*
This includes Flash Videos designed to help you recognize the signs of domestic violence and provide you with the information to respond to someone you know who may be a victim. It provides printable documents and resources to assist you and strengthen victims’ safety.

**Hummingbird: Documentary Domestic Violence (DVD)**
Holly Mosher’s Productions, 2007
*Topic: General DV*
Featured on PBS producer Holly Mosher’s documentary highlights the work of the Women’s Life Collective and the House of Passage in Brazil. Hummingbird shows how through nurturing vulnerable women teaching them about their human rights, love, and respect they can become productive members of their communities.

**In Harm’s Way: Our Children and Statutory Rape (VHS)**
Nevada Public Health Foundation, 2000
*Topic: Child & Teen Abuse*
The Nevada Public Health Foundation developed and produced a two-hour training curriculum, manual and compressed video designed to reach state and local law enforcement officials, the education system and relevant counseling services statewide which provide education and training on the problems of statutory rape so teenage pregnancy prevention programs may be expanded in scope to include men.

**Inside Domestic Violence: The Power and Control Wheel (DVD)**
Domestic Abuse Intervention Program of Duluth, Minnesota (21 minutes)
*Topic: General DV*
The video uses the Power and Control Wheel to understand domestic violence and abuse as a pattern of coercive behaviors that is used by a person to gain and maintain power and control over current or former family members or intimate partners. These behaviors may include: physical and sexual violence, emotional and psychological intimidation, verbal abuse and threats, stalking, isolation, harm to children, economic control, destruction of personal property and animal cruelty. Inside Domestic Violence is appropriate for a variety of audiences including educational and community settings as well as domestic violence advocates; law enforcement officers; legal, child welfare, mental health and substance abuse professionals. The video includes powerful interviews with survivors, family members and bystanders who have experienced or witnessed domestic violence and homicide.
In Their Own Words: Domestic Abuse in Later Life (Includes a manual) (VHS)
Jane Raymond, M.S., Bonnie Brandl, M.S.W., Jim Vanden Bosch & Betsy Abramson, 2010 (45 minutes)
Topic: Abuse in Later Life
The training DVD In Their Own Words: Domestic Abuse in Later Life presents five compelling stories of abuse in later life conveyed by the survivors themselves, amplified by interviews with the professionals who worked with them. Additional segments address emergency housing, support groups, and effective advocacy—three critical issues for older victims of abuse. The DVD includes a role-play segment to support an interactive workshop on discerning justifications used to excuse abuse, neglect, and/or financial exploitation of an older adult. The accompanying training guide offers comprehensive guidance to trainers on using the DVD, including background information on domestic abuse in later life.

It Shouldn’t hurt to be a Family (VHS)
Ellen Pence, 1985
Topic: General DV
This video contains a keynote speech given by Ellen Pence in Reno, NV. She discusses how the domestic violence movement has progressed up to this point, and covers a variety of topics including: the profile of an abuser - how they behave and how to predict their violence, and how the abuser uses power and control which can eventually escalate into violence. This videotape was filmed with Ellen’s permission, but was not produced at a professional level.

It Shouldn’t Hurt to Ask, You May Save a Life (VHS)
Family Practice Department of Maine Medical Center, 2003 (20 minutes)
Topic: Health Care
This training videotape for health care providers portrays a family physician and medical students discussing an actual case seen by a faculty member in the program. The accompanying support material has been developed to assist in the training of medical students and primary health care providers in screening, assessment, and management of patients who are at risk of interpersonal violence.

A Journey to Healing: Finding the Path (DVD)
IDVAAC, University of Minnesota, Institute on Domestic Violence in the African American Community, 2010
A 3 DVD Set
Topic: Culture & Diversity
While developing this DVD, the authors consulted with battered women and adults exposed to domestic violence as children. The purpose of this DVD is to describe the markers along the path to attain healing. Battered women and adults who as children have been exposed to violence and are on the path reassure us that “battered women and children exposed have all they need inside themselves to heal.” The authors tell the story of healing by reporting on focus groups of battered women and adults exposed to domestic violence as children. Also included are artistic presentations, music, song, dance, and plays to both tell the story and encourage comfort and healing. Academic presentations are included to offer insight and strategies for addressing trauma among the young and encourage affirmative steps for battered women. The authors hope you find this information useful in your work to facilitate healing in your community.

LGBT Communities and Domestic Violence Information and Resources (DVD)
National Resource Center on Domestic Violence, 2007
Topic: LGBTQ
This collection of information packets has been designed for domestic violence advocates and activists working in lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans (LGBT) communities and those wishing to become allies. It explores the complexities and nuances of key issues faced by people in LGBT communities as they deal with domestic violence in their lives and gives additional direction and resources.

Life without Fear: Domestic Violence in the South Asia Communities (VHS)
Intermedia, Inc., 1994 (24 minutes)
Topic: Culture & Diversity
This educational docudrama is one of the first programs to explore domestic violence specifically in the South Asian context. A fictionalized account raises the many challenges faced by immigrant survivors. This program video effectively opens discussion for all kinds of audiences, and ends with survivor testimonies.

**Looking Out 4 U (DVD)**  
*Bureau of At-Risk Youth, 2003 DVD (29 minutes)*  
**Topic: Dating Violence**  
This DVD presents an honest and graphic picture of dating abuse. *Lookin’ Out 4 U* tells the story of three young women who are caught in unhealthy relationships. Their boyfriends say they are acting out of love and concern, even as they subject the girls to accusations, put-downs, domination, and disrespect. Caring adults help two of the girls realize that healthy relationships do not involve fear, guilt, and pressure; they end their involvements and urge their friend to do the same. Teacher’s Guide is included.

**Martha’s Story: A Lifetime of Walking on Eggshells (DVD)**  
*Terra Nova Films 15 minutes*  
**Topic: Abuse in Later Life**  
Touching and intensely personal, this is Martha’s Story of “emancipation” from Jim, her abusive husband of 51 years, 5 months, 3 days, and 1 hour. The video chronicles the gradual progression of the abuse—the control, the isolation from family and friends, the constant threats and intimidation, the public cover up of the abuse—and finally, Martha’s finding the courage to reach out for help.

**A Matter of Culture (DVD)**  
*Domestic Abuse Intervention Project (17 Minutes)*  
**Topic: culture & Diversity**  
This DVD which examines the nature of violence in society by looking at seven men and women whose experiences of victimization appear to be individual but are, in fact, interconnected. The DVD encourage the viewer to participate in creating a culture based on life-sustaining and nurturing values.

**My Girlfriend Did It (VHS)**  
*Intermedia, Inc., 1995 (42 minutes)*  
**Topic: LGBTQ**  
This powerful and sensitive video defines the dynamics of women’s same-sex abusive relationships, and examines the impact of oppression when addressing woman-to-woman battering. Women who have been in abusive relationships tell their stories, and offer testimony about the unique situations faced by women with same sex partners. Their fear of coming out, their particular difficulty finding resources in rural areas, and the harm done to family and friends, as well as the abused woman, are all discussed.

**Observations: Issues Affecting Northern Nevada (VHS)**  
*Nevada Broadcasters Association, 2004 (28 minutes)*  
**Topic: General DV**  
This is a taping of a local interview show with Sue Meuschke (the director of NNADV) as a guest talking about domestic violence.

**Power and Control: Domestic Violence in America (DVD)**  
*Peter Cohn, 2010 (64 minutes)*  
**Topic: General DV**  
This video is a comprehensive and timely exploration of the shocking persistence of domestic violence in our society. The complex issues around domestic abuse are refracted through the story of Kim, a mother of three in Duluth, Minnesota. Kim’s journey takes her from a domestic violence shelter, to a promising fresh start, and then though a disturbing final twist. The film also tells the story of the leaders who created the hugely influential Duluth Model, a set of domestic violence policies that have been widely adopted around the world. Subjects included survivors and batterers, police and prosecutors, doctors and nurses, advocates and early leaders of the battered women’s movement. The film is a viable resource for community groups, advocacy organizations, police departments and health care providers.
Privacy Policy Development Guide Overview (DVD)
United States Department of Justice-2006
Topic: Organizational Development
This edition of the Privacy Policy Department Guide Overview CD is geared toward justice practitioners charged with developing or revising an agency’s privacy policy. It provided a general overview of the information and tools contained with the Privacy Policy Development Guide- a practical hands-on-resource.

Protecting the Vulnerable: Identifying and Reporting Elder Abuse (DVD)
Distribution Access (29 minutes)
Topic: Abuse in Later Life
This program provides an overview of elder abuse, including physical, sexual, financial and psychological abuse and neglect. It also looks at strategies to protect vulnerable elderly people, and appropriate responses to elder abuse.

RACE the Power of Illusion/ Ep. 1 – 3 (VHS)
California Newsreel, 2003 (58 minutes; Each Episode)
Topic: Culture & Diversity
The Power of an Illusion, challenges one of our most fundamental beliefs: that human beings come divided into a few distinct groups. This definitive three-part series is an eye opening tale of how what we assume to be normal commonsense, even scientific, is actually shaped by history, social intuitions and cultural beliefs. This program follows a dozen students, including Black athletes and Asian American string players, who sequence and compare their own DNA. The results surprise them and we when they discover their closest genetic matches are as likely to be with people from other “races” as their own.

Responding to Violence against Women in a Healthcare Setting (VHS)
Nevada Network against Domestic Violence, 2003
Topic: Health Care
This set of two videos presents a two-day training put on by NNADV, which provided physicians and nurses with the background and skills necessary to respond appropriately to victims of domestic violence in a health care setting. The curriculum is based upon national training models, and closely parallels the Consensus Guidelines created by the Family Violence Prevention Fund.

Safe: Inside a Battered Woman’s Shelter (DVD)
Intermedia Inc., 2000 (49 minutes)
Topic: General DV
This video tells the stories of three women, who, having left abusive partners, learn to take their first steps on this new path, adjust to shelter life and deal with their problems and those of their children. Each of the women develops her own coping mechanisms and has a different timetable and ways of rebuilding her life.

Safety Planning with Children (DVD)
Intermedia Inc. (32 minutes)
Topic: Child & Teen Abuse
The viewer will learn basic information for those children living in families where there is domestic violence. The program can help domestic violence shelter programs train new and current employees so they can develop the knowledge and skills necessary to create effective safety plans with children.

School Policy Kit – A Comprehensive Approach to Addressing Dating Violence in Schools (DVD)
Break the Cycle
Topic: Teen Dating Violence
This DVD will guide schools and school districts through the process of creating policies and protocols necessary to meet the challenge of teen dating violence.

Screen to End Abuse (VHS)
Family Violence Prevention Fund (33 minutes)
Resource Center: Annotated Bibliography for Videos

**Topic: Health Care**
This video includes five clinical vignettes demonstrating techniques for screening and responding to domestic violence in primary care settings.

**Serving Crime Victims with Disabilities (DVD)**
*Office of Crime Victims, 2006 (17 minutes)*
**Topic: People with Disabilities**
Speaking from their own experience, the individuals in this video talk about being victimized, the kind of services and support that they did or did not receive, and how their victimization motivated them to create or demand programs and services to help other crime victims with disabilities. In the words of victim advocates in this video this is not an overwhelming task, it should be done in partnership with disability advocates, and the time is now!

**Something My Father Would Do (DVD)**
*Family Violence Prevention Fund (15 minutes)*
**Topic: General DV**
This documentary was directed by John Badalament, shows the stories of three men who grew up with abusive fathers and had to grapple with their own choices as intimate partners and fathers.

A Warning Note: Only well-trained facilitators should use this and other tools to work with men who batter. Many challenges can arise that need skillful handling, including victim blaming, collusion with the abuser, cultural issues and participant’s distress.

**Stepping into Latino Realities (VHS)**
*Intermedia Inc., 2005*
**Topic: Culture & Diversity, Advocacy Training**
For those who work with Latino individuals, families, and groups *Stepping into Latino Realities* provides a valuable tool for facilitating helpful and meaningful interactions with clients, and overcoming differences that can lead to misunderstandings. This excellent program shows how to learn more about communicating and working with Latino individuals and families. Divided into eight vignettes, the film highlights situations that service providers may encounter while working with Latino clients and their families, including language problems, cultural issues, stereotypes, and reluctance to discuss domestic abuse. Each scene provides insight that helps viewers understand Latino cultures and prevent communication breakdowns.

**Story of Rachel (CD)**
*Praxis International, 2005 (4 minutes)*
**Topic: General DV**
This CD chronicles the events set in motion by one domestic violence victim’s 911-call. The focus is on the various agencies that come into play: criminal court, CPS, police, etc. This illustration is intended to help advocates gain clearer insight into the administrative maze victims must navigate.

**A Survivor’s Story – the Olga Trujillo Story (DVD)**
*2004 (45 Minutes)*
**Topic: Child & Teen Abuse**
This documentary chronicles one woman’s journey to understand the impact of violence in her life. Olga Trujillo discusses the terror of witnessing her father’s attacks on her mother and divulges the physical, emotional and sexual abuse she endured. Olga reveals the connections between the childhood abuse and rapes she suffered as a young woman and her journey of healing.

**Survivors Technology and Interactive Safety Planning Tool (DVD)**
*Mary Kay Ash Foundation*
**Topic: General DV**
Do you know how easy it is for someone to install software on your computer that will monitor every email you send, every website you visit, and every keystroke you type? Are you receiving a never-ending string of phone calls, emails, or text messages from an abuser? These questions and more are answered in this interactive safety planning guide, designed for advocates and survivors to use together. **CAUTION: If an abuser has or could have access to the computer used**
 Resource Center: Annotated Bibliography for Videos

to view this CD the abuser may able to see what was viewed, even if the CD is not longer in the computer. We recommend that this CD be viewed on a computer that the abuser cannot access.

Teen Dating Violence: Information & Resources (VHS)
National Resource Center on Domestic Violence, 2004 (10 minutes)
Topic: Teen Dating Violence
This CD and general information packet is an introduction to the dynamics, prevalence, and consequences of teen dating violence. This information explores key issues specific to teen dating violence, examines current support services for teens, and presents information on a variety of promising prevention/intervention strategies. Please be advised that the resource information and services may not be currently up-to-date, as the CD was produced in 2004.

Teen s Speak Out: Dating Violence (DVD)
Break the Cycle, 2005 (10 minutes)
Topic: Teen Dating Violence
This video introduces the topic of dating violence to today’s youth. It presents actual teen testimonies and stories of young victims of abuse in order to educate teens on the warning signs of dating violence and to let them know that help is available.

Telling Amy's Story (DVD)
Penn State Public Broadcasting
Topic: General DV
Actress and advocate Mariska Hargitay and Detective Deirdri Fishel present an emotional story about America’s pervasive and largely unreported epidemic – domestic violence. Telling Amy’s Story is based on a timeline of events leading up to a domestic violence homicide that occurred in central Pennsylvania in 2001.

The Quiet Storm Project: Preventing Dating Violence (DVD)
Zenith Films, Inc. 2001 2-DVD Set
Topic: Dating Violence
The statistics are frightening. Many teens and young adults experience physical and/or sexual violence in their dating relationships. The Quiet Storm Project focuses on the prevention of relationships violence for people under the age of 25. Instructor guide and measurement tools to determine impact are included. For more information, go to www.thequietstormproject.com.
The Project includes three professional film modules on two DVDs:
- The Quiet Storm – based on a true story. Winner of six film awards (49 minutes)
- Survivor interviews – three female survivors tell their story (38 minutes)
- Perpetrator interviews – three perpetrators tell their story (31 minutes)

The Use of Technology to Stalk (DVD)
OVC
Topic: Stalking
This resource focuses on stalking prevalence, technologies used by stalkers, communities’ approaches to the crime, and obstacles to addressing technology-assisted stalking.

There’s No Place like Home: Growing up with Family Violence (DVD)
Intermedia Inc., 2007 (50 minutes)
Topic: Child & Teen Abuse
This video is a powerful four part program that examines the impact of family violence on children and the long-term effect that follows them into adulthood. Part one examines the plight of 12-year-old Denise and her mother, Christina, who moved halfway across the country to flee their abuser and start a new life. Part two follows 19-year-old Katlin, who as a child, experienced neglect by his mother and beating by her boyfriend. He has since struggled with substance abuse and suicidal feelings. Part three Mary and her children Josh 14, and Ophelia 12, who have only been away from their abuser for a few weeks, undergo counseling to help them put the pieces of their lives back together. Part four features Sandy, a 45-year-old man nearing the end of a long prison sentence who is coming to terms with his childhood trauma of physical and sexual abuse.
To Save a Life: Ending Domestic Violence in Jewish Families (VHS)
Center for the Prevention of Sexual & Domestic Violence, 1997 (35 minutes)
Topic: Culture & Diversity
This is a resource for abused Jewish women, Jewish community leaders and helping professionals, and all who seek to break the silence about domestic violence in Jewish families.

Toxic Relationships (DVD)
Discover Films, 2001 (29 Minutes)
Topic: Teen Dating Violence
This video touches on teenage relationships and how they are the building ground for adult relationships. High school students discuss the early warning signs of “toxic” relationships that could turn dangerous: disrespect, jealousy, obsessive demands, isolating behaviors, power and control, and blaming. The discussion then turns to characteristics of healthy relationships and encourages students to look for trust, respect, and acceptance from their friends and partners.

Transgender Basics (DVD)
Rosa Juel Nordentoft, 2007 (20 minutes)
Topic: LGBTQ
Transgender Basics is an educational film on the concepts of gender and transgender people. Two providers from the Gender Identity Project discuss basic concepts of gender-sex, identity and gender roles as three transgender community members share their personal experiences of being Trans and gender queer. The film targets service providers and others working with the LGBT community, but it also provides a fascinating glimpse into gender and identity for the general public.

Tutorial for Dentist (DVD)
UCSF/Center for Health Improvement & Prevention Studies, 2005 (15 minutes)
Topic: Health Care, Advocacy Training
This 15 minute interactive program contains instruction tailored to dentist and other oral health professionals in performing AVDR intervention for victims of domestic violence.

Ubicate! Haz La Differencia (DVD)
Intermedia Inc. (17 minutes)
Topic: Teen Dating Violence
¡Ubicate!, Haz la Differencia - Find Yourself, Make a Difference centers on a high school classroom where students are discussing healthy and unhealthy relationships. Their responses take the film into four separate stories; each presents a different issue, such as teen dating violence, gender roles, communication, and peer pressure. ¡Ubicate! Is filled with colorful storytelling, mixed with local and national Latin/ Hip-hop music that gets teens to watch, address issues, and help make a difference. ¡Ubicate; sets the stage for straight forward discussion. A valuable tool for; peer educators, teachers, youth workers, churches, and domestic violence organizations. The companion Facilitator's Guide provides ideas for activities and discussion.

Unbalanced Scales: Gender the Justice System (VHS)
Kinetic Video 1999 (20 minutes)
Topic: Legal Issues
Judges, defense lawyers and prosecutors, police, parole officers, teachers and students of law enforcement, social agencies that help women are the intended audiences of this video. The problem it deals with is the re-victimization of women at the hands of the justice and social systems after these women have already been the victims of the crime of domestic violence. The video is a consciousness-raising tool about this systematic discrimination and gender bias. It helps viewers identify specific policies, procedures, and practices which may appear neutral and fair but which, in actuality, have an adverse impact on women. Finally, it generates suggestions on ways to address this problem. This video has a corresponding video guide listed in the manuals.

Use Your Strength – Mobilizing young Men to Prevent Sexual and Dating Violence (DVD)
MCSR
Topic: Men & DV
Mobilizing Young Men to Prevent Sexual and Dating Violence introduces Men Can Stop Rape’s (MCSR) award-winning youth development program to anyone interested in learning how you men can join with women as allies in preventing sexual and dating violence. Through this resource, educators and youth-serving professionals will visit Men of Strength Club and Men Creating Change meetings to learn how dominant sorties and counter stories of masculinity can help young men play a role in constructing a world free of violence against women and girls – a world that will benefit us all.

Voices of Survivors (VHS)
Family Violence Prevention Fund, 2002 (31 minutes)
Topic: Health Care
Written and directed by a physician for health care providers, Voices of Survivors addresses the dynamics of domestic violence, its prevalence, and the need for providers to routinely screen their patients. It offers specific step by step instructions on how to screen, how to support victims and assess safety, and how to give effective referrals. In addition, the video goes on to describe the hidden costs and hidden physical and mental health issues that could be addressed sooner if screening were to occur. Dr. Nicolaids’ video is strengthened by interviews she conducted with survivors of domestic violence who retell their personal experiences and offer suggestions for health care providers to improve their response.

War at Home (VHS)
You Have the Power (11.25 min)
Topic: Child & Teen Abuse
Through interviews, viewers, witness the pain and healing of domestic violence survivors and learn what they can do to help. * Please note: the 911 call is the actual call of an 8 year old girl.

We’re Gonna be OK! (VHS)
California Attorney General’s Office, 1997 (5 minutes)
Topic: Child & Teen Abuse
This is a children’s music video created by the California Attorney General’s Office and the California Departments of Social Services and Health Services. Designed for children from families involved with domestic violence, this exciting and unique material provides an upbeat and hopeful message during a critical time in these kids’ lives.

What’s Age Got to do with It? (DVD)
KineticVideo (14 Minutes)
Topic: Abuse in Later Life
The primary message of this DVD is that older women can be victims of abusive behavior although it is often “silent and invisible”. All forms of abuse are unacceptable and an abuser must be accountable. Age is no excuse. Contains disturbing scenes – not intended for a general audience without presence of an informed discussion leader or counselor

When Domestic Violence Comes to Work (DVD and VHS)
Intermedia, Inc., 2000 (50 minutes total running time)
Topic: Workplace Violence
This is a video-based multimedia learning program designed to provide managers and employees with awareness, knowledge, and skills to address domestic violence issues in the workplace. It includes two sections: one for employers and managers, and one for employees.

When Injuries Speak, Who will listen? (VHS)
Intermedia, Inc. (32 minutes)
Topic: Health Care
This video designed for healthcare professionals, illustrates the challenges and solutions in regard to domestic violence. Assessment strategies and protocols are given to assist medical personnel in dealing with survivors of domestic violence. Patterns and the health impact of domestic violence are discussed, along with issues of immediate safety, dealing with the batterer in the health care setting, and providing support and services to survivors.
When Help was there: 4 Stories of Elder Abuse (VHS)

*Topic: Elder Abuse*

This new video takes an ethnically diverse look at elder abuse. Four separate cases of physical, emotional or financial abuse are presented: a Hispanic mother threatened by her son; an African American woman physically abused by her husband; an Asian couple put out on the street by their son-in-law; a Caucasian man defrauded of possessions and bank accounts by a "friend". The video also tells how each of these individuals was helped and supported by a network of services - legal interventions, support groups and social services.

Why Don’t You Leave Him?: Mary Lee’s Corvette (Audio CD)

*Topic: General DV*

It is a song of ‘why don’t you leave him?’

Wings like a Dove: Healing for the Abused Christian Woman (VHS)

*Center for the Prevention of Sexual & Domestic Violence, 1999 (34 minutes)*

*Topic: Interfaith Resources*

These video appeals directly to abused Christian women through the voices of victims, clergy and helping professionals, *Wings like a Dove* offers hope and healing to abused women and valuable information to religious and community groups.

You’re Hurting Me, Too: Children and DV (DVD)

*Intermedia, Inc., 1996 (25 minutes)*

*Topic: Child & Teen Abuse*

This DVD examines both the long and short-term effects of violence on children. Experts reveal that children who witness violence may be more at risk to commit suicide, engage in delinquent behavior as adults, and grow up to become victims or abusers themselves. It also stresses the importance of providing counseling for children, and discusses the difficulties children face in the legal system.

Youth Dating Violence (VHS)

*Public Training Institute, 2004 (30 minutes)*

*Topic: Teen Dating Violence*

This video provides information on how to train the trainer in addressing the problem of youth dating violence. This video is a companion piece to the manual *Youth Dating Violence Train-the-Trainer Seminar*. 